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Master the Mental Game of Poker and Win It With Dunross's Ultimate 4th Edition!Are you the one

who plays poker for fun? Somebody who earns a living out of it? Either way, you need the right skill

and basic strategies to fully wrap your head around this tricky game.Poker: Everything You Need To

Know About Poker From Beginner To Expert is guaranteed to get you to the top! This book contains

12 helpful basic ideas that will allow you to be more dominant and own the match! HereÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

What YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll Learn Further in this Book:Ã¢â‚¬Â¢Learn the Different Poker Hand

RatingsÃ¢â‚¬Â¢Learn the Personalities of PlayersÃ¢â‚¬Â¢Learn the Secrets of Bluffing your

opponentsÃ¢â‚¬Â¢Learn how to Observe and Read Your OpponentWhether a player has played

poker in a few months or years, the truth is, they will all make mistakes. In order to use these fails

against your opponents, you will need a lot of knowledge to beat them, and this book will help you

do that!So hurry up! Scroll up now and download this book for FREE by clicking the

Ã¢â‚¬Å“BuyÃ¢â‚¬Â• Button.
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Poker for me is confounding. The objective of the game is to win the pot of money. Practically

everybody plays poker itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s simply an issue of how fortunate you are or how great

you are on foreseeing on the off chance that you will win or lose.Reading this book, you will get

guidelines on the diverse sorts of hands poker has and which suit beats different mixes. You will

take in the procedure of playing distinctive card blends.Basic tips and rules are explained in this

book step by step. So on the off chance that you are keen on turning into a Poker expert you have

to peruse this book. Especially itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s recommended to the beginners.

I think everybody knows how to play poker.They just don't know how to do it well.That's how I

am.You get instructions on the different types of hands poker has and which suit beats other

combinations. You will learn the strategy of playing different card combinations.Anther thing that it

teaches you is how to learn to spot when other players are bluffing.Each person has different "tells"

and if you don't know them you will lose alot.You will also learn the art of how to bluff,which will I

crease you chances of winning. There's a lot of them that I sure wouldn't have recognized before I

read this book.another strategy to know is when to fold a hand.And the rewards and consequences

of not putting down a hand.The book explains t that some good hands need to be folded( once

again, that's me,I hate to fold I need) and how to tell which ones.And the most important thing to

know,to me at least is how to bet.Without knowing that there's no point in learning everything

else.The book breaks down how much to bet on what hand.I was surprised at how easy it was to

learn from this book. Whether you are a first time player or have been at it a long time; you will be

educated on the ins and out a of the fame.I had no trouble understanding this book and you

shouldn't either.I received this product at a discount in exchange for my honest review

I don't gamble nor most of my friends but whenever we get together all of my friends know how to

play poker except me. They would play with poker the whole night while I become somewhat of their

hostess preparing their foods and drinks; making sure everything is alright. I made a conviction to

myself that I would learn poker and beat all my friends. So I started studying the game, reading

books and watching actual games then playing starting with amateurs to more experience players.

My learning curve has been excellent I should say. Thanks on a big part to this book. Everything

you need to learn about Poker is in this book but of course you still need actual practice to really



master this skill. As the saying goes if you are prepared you already won half the battle; this is what

this book will do for you, it will prepare. It will not let you get off-guard or surprise by the tricks of

your opponent. Your every hand is calculated and base on tested strategy by master poker players.

My rich friend was a casino addict or better say poker addict. I accompanied her once and while all

of them are enjoying I'm trying really hard to understand their terms but I can't really get it. My being

out of place at that time pushed me to buy this book.I began reading the middle part for

terminologies and the author did a good job not just on defining each but giving sample sentences

as well. For the strategies and bluffs, though I still don't play poker, I can say they are effective and

my friend agreed to me as well. She actually read the whole book on my reader and finished it with

a burning spirit to win. Well base on how helpful it is to me I'm happy to give this rating.

Almost everyone plays poker its just a matter of how lucky you are or how good you are on

predicting if you'll win or lose. I got this book to be familiarize more on this world known game also

as to learn its basic like poker etiquette, how to play with it along with its tips and strategies in

playing.I am not actually after the money or winning the bet instead I'm more inclined to experience

the excitement and fun this game has to offer while playing with my coworkers or friends. This book

also aids in helping to know if your opponent is bluffing or not thus helping you identify your

opponents weakness as well. A bonus glossary at the middle part of the book was even included.

All in all this book is a great guide for playing this game.

Playing cards especially poker is one of our past time games together with my siblings. I bought this

for additional tricks and information that I would get from here. Reading this was really fun and

canÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t wait this weekend to play and apply those tricks and tips

IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ve learned here. IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢m pretty sure this weekend would be fun and

great for the family especially for me. I smell my luck already lolÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦

This is an interesting guide on Poker. I find it difficult to play Poker until i get this book that shows

me some wonderful tips and tricks on the easy way to play Poker. In this books you get to know

about The basic of Poker, Poker Rules and etiquette, the objective of Poker, personality of players

and lots more in this wonderful guide. Recommended!

This is a book about the game of Poker starting from its basics to rules and etiquette, the objectives



behind a poker game, getting into poker as an amateur, hand ratings and all the nitty gritties in the

world of poker game. I am not a poker fun due to the basic notion that I have seen people involved

in poker get addicted to the point they bet their family houses and ending up losing everything and

become homeless. The book explains why people bet in poker games, sizing your bet and much

more. Despite my personal reservations about poker, I recognize itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s a game of

intellect and that is something that appeals to me. For those into poker or poker beginners, this book

is a well written and researched material for getting started. Too much of everything is dangerous

and knowledge is power. Reading this book will give you the basics you need to understand the

world of poker games and be able to do it from a knowledgeable point of view.
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